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“Science and the T echnology have the same origin that the poetry and the art.”

…Aristides Bastidas

UNESCO Kalinga Prize Winner- 1980

Aristides Bastidas

Great Reporter , Journalist and Scientific Investigator of V enezuela.

[Born : 12.3.1924,    Died : 23.9.1992]

Aristides Bastidas defines the Philosophical direction of his life in four verses of great poet
Antonio Machado :

“Currency that this in the hand
perhaps one is due to keep
and the monedita of the soul
it is lost if one does not occur”
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Aristides Bastidas - A Brief Profile

(12.3.1924 – 23.9.1992)

Gender: Male

Astrological Sign: Pisces

Location : Caracas: V enezuela

It we born on 12th of  March, 1924 in San Pablo, Yaracuy State, cradle of illustrious men. He was a

Reporter, journalist and scientific  investigator, Prodigious  self-taught person who without to have

attended superior education, was honorary  professor of several universities  and on their figure have

made doctoral thesis and other studies and have published biographies. Writer of: The Atom and its

Privacies, Scientists of the World, Quiet  Allies of the Progress, The Constant Yearning, The Organs

of the Human Body, Pleasant Science, etc. The Latin American  Association of Scientific  Journalism

was founded be him in 1969. He gained twice the National Prize of Journalism, The Latin American

Prize of Scientific  Journalism “John Reitermeyer”, several times the Municipal Prize. He was also the

Winner of the prestigious Kalinga contest, granted by UNESCO, considered as the Nobel Prize of the

scientific spreading, received among others by Julian Huxley, Bertrand Russell and Augusto Pi Suñer.

Hours before his death, on 23rd September 1992, he got to know that he had been awarded by the

University of Florence with the “Capire,” International Prize for a Creative Future.
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ARISTIDES BASTIDAS

Aristides Bastidas  Born in St. Paul, the current
state of Yaracuy, Venezuela, March 12, 1924 and

died in Caracas on September 23, 1992. He was
among several things journalist, educator and
populariser of science.

Born in St. Paul, in the state of Yaracuy, Venezuela,

March 12, 1924 was the son of Nemesio Bastidas
and Castorila  Gámez. He moved to Caracas with

his family in 1936, radicándose in a modest
neighborhood in the south of the capital. He studied
first year of high school at the Lycée Fermin Toro,

studies not completed because the economic
compulsion family forced him to perform various

trades until 1945, when he began in print journalism.
As a trade unionist and gremialista was part of the
resistance against the regime of Marcos Perez

Jimenez (1948-1958). In self-training he pioneered
journalism in modern scientific information,

interpretation and opinion, on gender print and radio.

For his contribution to the development of scientific
journalism he received recognition from the
governments of Venezuela and Spain, and the

Organization of the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),

which awarded him the Kalinga Prize-1980 (Paris,
1982). The Andres Bello Catholic University opened

in 1991 the chair of scientific journalism that bears

his name. Today his home town is the capital of the
Municipality Aristides Bastidas, in honor of very
worthy man.

Among his books is The yearning constant 1982.

He died in Caracas, Capital of Venezuela, on

September 23, 1992.

Consuelo Hernandez. “The constant yearing, a book
for everyone.” EI Nacional. March 8, 1982.

Thoughts of Bastidas :

Some thoughts Aristides Bastidas are:

n “If I were given a wish, express the work until
the last minute of my life.”

n “Our democracy has become a way to enjoy

many rights and failing to comply with any duty.”

n “The motion of us, journalists, it is not the dark
waters to look deeper, using a language
unintelligible, it is quite the opposite, to bring

clarity where there is confusion and call things
by the name with which the know people.”

n “We need to extinguish this absurd notion in

which a bojote ticket worth more than a man.”

n “Science and technology have the same source
that poetry and art.”

q
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Speech of Aristides Bastidas before UNESCO

while Receiving Kalinga Prize

I must be thankful in a form deeply affected the words
that about this worker of the media Mr. General

Director of UNESCO with  a very noble generosity
has said. I must be thankful to UNESCO to Kalinga
Foundation and to all you this highest distinction

that at the moment for receiving I felt it that it was
as important as the day of my birth or like the day

in which my children were born. Very many thanks.
I must at the moment show also my gratitude by

the Newspaper “the National” of Caracas, spokesman
of the thought and the culture in Latin America, that
has made me the honor welcome my writings for

more than thirty years in which with my efforts of
constant work I have wanted to show the deep love

which  I feel by the humanity.

In our country we have been making a journalism
scientific, in which we tried to take messages with
which it is contributed to dissipate the ignorance of

our third-world towns and the vocations of the
children are fomented and of the young people, by

science and a public conscience in all the levels  is
seeded about the determining paper that the advance

of the knowledge carries out in the fight to reach the
tops of a social and humanized development. Our
scientific  journalism of course takes care of the

principles of the spreading, that is to say, that without
decline of the seriousness of the message to our

position we used licenses of the media, like the
one to use the language of the town  to express the

things that the scientists speak in the codified
language  of their  laboratories. We despised neither
the images nor the metaphors nor the air smiling

that there is in the language which to the men of the
town and the simple men speak because we are to

as much that no language speaks with the precision
and the pedagogical clarity that that one, of which
we are worth to expose of an accessible way the

complex things the more of the scientific thought.

Science in daily language, there am a good there
that few do. Of equal way, our humanist Cecilio

Acosta it expressed that what interests to us is not
the light that is concentrated, but the light that
spreads. And you already know who our universal

thinker Beautiful Andrés to who a year ago they
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paid a beautiful tribute in this huge institution, he
was a publishing one of the science that requested

that it had her national stamp, so that each nation
contributed the individual tribute to him in order to

engrandecer it like the greatest patrimony of all the
men.

We, by our part, have said that the science must
be how the light of the sun, that leaves for all. In

short, we have tried to apply the techniques by
means of which the communication can arrive at all

the cultural levels, but this of course not only has
both assignments of which before it speaks to them:
it also has the assignment to fight against the main

hindrance that at the moment confronts the third-
world countries in their fights to reach a social and

humanized development. I talk about the
technological dependency, that is at the moment

the line that defines the character of the
tercermundismo to our way to see, because the
technological dependency that creates economic

dependency also creates cultural dependency and
creates political dependency. And this trilogy of

burdens is permanently deepening the social crises
that our towns live and the limitations greater than
every time must confront with the intention of jumping

towards valleys of the promission, to which also have
right.

Reflecting about this unjust distribution of the

knowledge, we have thought that time will have in
that the wisdom is distributed equitably between all
the components of the human population, between

all the nations, so that all can enjoy their advantages,
their enchantments, and the happiness that it can

provide, because the wisdom was not accumulated
during many centuries not by certain nations nor by

determined either individual, but by the humanity,
for or of her children in all the generations that there
are to come. Nevertheless, something walks bad in

the moral of the man. Often we thought that that
moral walks bad, because it remains in the cradle

and it has not managed to be developed well, so
that instead of the present presagiosas attitudes of

certain powers, we had like hope a full perspective
horizon to gratificar us the work with the happiness

and the happiness that to him to many needs of our
third-world towns, in spite of the fecund action of

the intensive work that frees constantly with the
intention of getting away of the fastenings that they
are put under on the part of the metropolis. We

considered, then, which the scientific  media, that
policy of any type does not have, but that has its

own policy, it must find in this fight against
technological dependency one of his more total
justifications.  What is requried is the determination

of UNESCO to create a new order in the information
for the world. At this point in which we were on the

eve of the century XXI, and in which the levels of the
human culture have been increased sufficiently,  as

important public service cannot be explained that
as he is the one of the social mass media, that are
called to affect the forge of the presents and of the

future generations, which they are called to fulfill a
fundamental roll in the education of the towns, it is

not possible to be conceived that those means are
into the hands of people that with them does not
look for but pure mercantile purposes, pure egoistic

dividends, pure forms to thicken their opulent wealth.
This requires because yes an observation of bottom

and a substantial modification, because the freedom
of press, the freedom of thought and the freedom of

information to justify the frequency whereupon in
the most excellent spaces of the press cannot be
invoked, the radio, the television and the cinema

disclose the thinks that express the human
misfortune, the robberies, the cinema disclose the

things that express the human misfortune, the
robberies, the estupros, the crimes and the
violations, while the facts of the great thinkers like

the meaning of them like señeros examples are
placed secondly as much of which it must be the

man. This prevalencía of the transitory thing and
the grotesco over the nobleman and the elevated

thing, that is the man, has made me often think
that the media, that the mass media, are in a
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paleolítico; and that will arrive some moment from
history from humanity, in which 10s journalists will

be shamed of which there had been a time, in that
occurred reference to the most monstrous things of

the human being in name of the sensationalism and
name of the freedom of commerce.

I think that it is hour that there is one more a nobler
conception, more hidalga and higher of which it is

the task of science. It is not possible that it is being
used to science with the intention of making the

most monstrous warlike devices and that at the
present time the powers have apparatuses with
sufficient energy, to destroy this planet and some

others of the Solar System, while we must complain
the shortage of energy for the good  things of the

existence humana.La to us science it must be
reoriented and it is necessary to impose a moral to

him, because she lacks in if moral and is necessary
to impose it to it from outside. It is necessary that
science is edged with the humanistic characters of

which must be accompanied, in order that the
dealers of the war and the destruction do not

continue it using for their ominous aims. This must
worry to us and this is an old vice of the man, this
to use something so noble and so elevated  as it is

the knowledge for the aims of the ruindad and the
corruption, for the most opposite things of those

than they are locked up in the heart of the men. Or
at the time of Archimedes its talent for warlike aims
was used and including a humanist of the high

condition of Leonardo it was lent to make tanks in
order to multiply the warlike possibilities of the

princes of Florence  and in our time, or we know the
sadness of Albert Einstein when it knew that the

atomic  pump  had been thrown on Hiroshima and
Nakasaki and we also know, that there have been

men like Eduardo Teller and Samuel Cohen that with
a sinister talent and making use of the knowledge

that the humanity  adquiri6 during many centuries,
used them to make the hydrogen pump and the

neutron pump. These facts are also repudiables by
the moral of the scientific media and are repudiables
also by the conscience of the men who have a sense

atom of which he must be justicia. Es necessary
that the man yerga over this stupid sense of the

indignity and the immorality, with the intention of
which he rescues his more intimate values and he
puts them to flame like the flags of the hope and the

happiness that sooner or later the man is called to
conquer.

I want to finalize these words saying to them that

the experience of the scientific media that has
become in Venezuela is at your service of all our

brothers of the Third World and the other nations.
And I mean also that to respect not only the science
that solves problems immediately, but also the

science that serves to enrich the human knowledge,
that was the one that mainly was made during many

centuries. I mean that to respect deeply those words
enrolled in the Ramavana by that great Balmaqui
poet, who said that climbing  science is an honor

higher  than the  one to reach a throne. I mean,
finally, that we are agents of the optimism and who

we are permanently working with the confidence of
which the science, that is the petroleum of the future,
but that has on him the advantage of which it is non

average goal and that has on him the advantage of
which it is possible to be renewed, while first it is

exhausted, I mean that science will serve to us
someday to always seed by the smile in the broken

face of the contemporary man. Very many thanks.

q
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Arístides Bastidas: While he surpassed the pain made
pleasant to science

by

Joaguin Pereira

ABN 12/03/2006

Caracas, 12 Sea. ABN. – Throughout history men

have existed who have made of the adversities the
incentive that impelled them towards the success.

Venezuela was the Earth where not only he was
born but where he could”be prophet” one of these

exceptional beings. His Arístides name,his Bastidas
last name, his more characteristics characteristic:

the optimism.

In a humble house of the population of San Pablo,
Yaracuy state, was born the 12 of March of 1924
who would be recognized  national and internationally

like one of the best scientific journalists in Spanish
language. The key of his success was the translated

salary science to the language of the town and it to
have made pleasant.

The life would have destined a paradoxical way to

him. He would receive all the possible recognitions
that they are possible to be given a journalist but
also their physical sufferings would be abundant.

“How are you?”, said somebody to him when seeing

him. “Chévere cambur pintón, parchita, handle,
cotoperí, guanábana, melon”, responded a Arístides

that until in the greeting was generous.

Greeting and smile that would in the last resist with
their stamp 20 years of their life, when he was blind,
quadriplegic, almost dumb and with serious

affections in joints and skin.

“ I have developed an inner light that only use to
watch the beautiful thoughts and the good

intentions”, affirmed in an occasion on its blindness.

In spite of his problems of health, that knew he never
affirm to have listened that he complained, rather
said to be contented because a man with good luck

considered himself ”.

And if luck can be called to him to be surrounded
by beautiful and intelligent women, that was indeed

what had Bastidas. In the last 13 years of his life he
enjoyed the friendship of Myriam Cupello, that not
only was Miss Venezuela but that dedicated his life

to the anthropological investigation in the most
distant towns of the planet.

Cupello wrote in 1994 a book in tribute to Bastidas,

document that added to the interviews, the author
and one of the children of the journalist, photographer
Pavel Bastidas, would serve as base for this

semblanza of the remembered author of the column
pleasant science, published daily in the newspaper

National from 1971 to his death, the 23 of September
of 1992.

Of “loquero” to journalist :

“I have dedicated myself to the media, first by a
strange vocation that not yet I reach to understand

very well, and later because I included / understood
that through the social communication we can

penetrate in the intimate roots of our town, in the
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intimate roots of each man, with the intention of
helping it to fortify himself and to help it to enaltecer

himself,  and to help it to become the creative being,
in the responsible being who is going to transform

his society”, it was the answer that gave Bastidas
him to Cupello, when she asked to him in an
opportunity because she had been dedicated to the

profession.

From very small, Arístides had to work to collaborate
with the sustenance of the home. He got to exert of

hardware merchant, traveling, distributing salesman
of round maize loaves at home, collector of bus,
secretary of office and until of “loquero” or assistant

of infirmary in a psychiatric hospital.

“Some times he let leave to a crazy person
enamored with his woman. He returned tempranito

and it brought grapes to me”, is one of the anecdotes
that Cupello de Bastidas gathers.

Although he only got to study until the first year of
baccalaureate, in the Fermín Grammar school Toro

of Caracas, Bastidas managed to enter the first
group of Last reporters of the Newspaper the News.

“Generation of improvised”, as he remembered them,

which they learned to make journalism according
to the method of Kotepa Delgadof, head of the
metropolitan newspaper. This it sent to the novices

to the street “since they make the margariteños with
the children so that they learn to swim : they send

them to the sea without lifeguard”.

One began covering the police source, soon it made
information general and later he worked looking for
the news of the Parliament and national policy. He

won for that then around 200 bolivars monthly.

The 24 of November of 1948, when as soon as he
began in the office, were called on to him to be

present in Miraflores, seat of the Venezulelan
Executive authority, during the coup d’etat against

president Rómulo Galician, led by Marks Perez
Jiménez.

Four journalists were in the site and were
encañonados with machine guns: Miguel Knoll Silva,

Francisco “the Fat person” Perez, Ramon Medina
Villasmil Villa and Arístides Bastidas.

His true vocation, from scientific journalist, would

arise in 1953 when the National like successor of
journalist France Natera entered the newspaper to
follow with the work that he made to write the

Entérese column you, along with Miguel Knoll Silva,
director of the newspaper.

During the dictatorship of Perez Jiménez those

journalists were dismissed of the National who
agreed or supported the ideas of the Comunism.
Bastidas had the luck of not being expelled to

dedicate himself to write on science, although by a
prolonged time he was harassed in his work.

“During weeks a person behind schedule came each

from the regime and he broke his notes to him in
the face. Never he was affected and he continued
writing until they realized of which their writings were

not dangerious”, remembered Myriam Cupello.

Paradoxicalally, the scientific media was born in
Venezuela thanks to the dictatorship that allowed

to develop subjects different from the policy, source
that was censured.

Revolutionary by “coscorrón” :

Arístides Bastidas commented that of some form
he began to be revolutionary by “coscorrón” that gave

a priest him at his time of monaguillo.

In order to fulfill promise that made his mother when
he was born, Arístides had to go away to live a time

to the church. He, Bastidas, of Indian origin, and
another young person of white complexion helped
to the parish priest during the masses.

Thanks to their excellent memory and his fervor

easily managed to learn the diverse answers that
occur during the religious service, that then was

developed in Latin.
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Bastidas told that the treatment of the priest was
different for both monaguillos, while the target

received the best meals, clothes, bed and
treatments, from him always touched the worse part

to him.

A fact would disappoint the Bastidas young person
and happened when he responded in one of the
masses of inspired form but in low voice, the priest

gave a blow to him in the head not to listen to it
well. However to the companion who remained shut

up, not to have learned the Latin, it did not do
anything to him.

This forced him to move away of the church. Later
he was enlisted in the rows of the Comunism, where

he saw that truly the doctrine of Jesus practiced :
He fought by the equality, the brotherhood and the

love to the resemblances.

At the end of his life, Cupello commented, would
return in Bastidas its necessity by the religion.

Meawhile, the Communists introduced him to the
would of classic music, one of their passions after

the media.

His ideas and the torture :

By union and political activities, Bastidas was on
two occasions stopped by the call National Security

of the dictatorship, once in 1949 and another one in
1950.

In an occasion, their detectors  when knowing their
suffering reumatismo, wet their cell with water daily

to cause, suffering to him. “I left almost totally
paralyzed”, told Bastidas him to Cupello.

After being set free they imposed “by jail” the city

to him of Barquisimeto, state Lara, that is to say, it
could not return by a time to the capital.

In that organization it created corresponsalía of the
National and worked there by two years.

His passion : The work :

For the older son of Arístides Bastidas, the work
was a vital necessity of his father. “He got passionate

to Him what did. It left every day very early in the
morning and returned behind scheduled”,

remembered Pavel Bastidas.

One of the greater legacies than could leave Arístides

Bastidas to the country was seedtime of knowledge
and moral in the disciples who attended newspaper

to their dear “Brujoteca”, as affectionately they called
to his office.

While the pasantes read the information to him of

the column of the day, that could turn on mirra, the
diabetes or the spermatozoon, the teacher offered
his wisdom  them in phrases that made transform

these young people into men and women jeopardize
with their work and the country.

“To enjoy the other people’s success as if outside

the mine own one”, was its principle against the
dishonest media. “There is no eternal solitude, is
necessary to stay ready to give the welcome to the

hope”, also said.

All the honors :

The immune man to the pain and the translator from
science to the town were recognized while still alive

in multiple occasions and his name has been used
to indicate from seats and forests to schools and a
municipality.

He was the first alive man to whom they named

symbol of the Week of the Conservation. Before to
him the deceaseds Agustín Codazzi, Francisco

Tamayo and Henri Pittier were named already.

Also, Bastidas was named Doctor Honories Cause
of the Central University of Venezuela and also
received the prize of the Medical Federation.

With 44 years of age, in June of 1958, He received

the National Prize of Journalism.
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He obtained, on the part of the newspaper the most
important National, prizes destined his journalists:

the Enrique Vizcarrondo Knoll, in 1956, and the
Antonio Arráiz, in 1975.

In 1970 Scientific John Reitemeyer, granted by the

Inter-American Society of Prensa received the Latin

American Prize (SIP).

The 7 of May of 1982, in the central seat of the

United Nations for the Education, Science and the

Culture (UNESCO, by its abbreviations in English)

in Paris, received the Kalinga Prize, equivalent to

Nobel granted for publishing scientists. The decision

to choose him was unanimous, of between 68

participants who aspired to the recognition.

In the delivery of the prize, Amadou M’ Bow, chief of

a main directorate of UNESCO by then, said that

Arístidas Bastidas “has the gift to communicate or

to know, in simple terms, to upper render the

knowledge of level within reach of each one. Bastidas

not only has fought against the social and economic

adversity, but also handicap had to surpass a

physical double: his disability and his blindness,

thanks to an anger outside the common thing, ally

to an exceptional capacity of analysis and

synthesis”.

The Venezuela of his dreams :

Aside from his love by education, Bastidas was
founding of important associations that work in favor
of the journalists in Venezuela: the Circle of Scientific
Journalism of Venezuela, the National Union of
Workers of the Press and the Institute of Social
Forecast of the Journalist.

On the country they bothered four things to him:
the flat racing, the lotteries, the bureaucracy and
the politiqueros.

In spite of this, the journalist got to affirm that the
country had great objectives that to reach, like the
total exercise of the national sovereignty, the total
administration of its natural wealth, total economic
independence and the ample development of the
industry and the farming production, “elements
fundamental to free to us of the interference of foreign
interests”.

“I conserve total faith in the economic emancipation
of my country, that perhaps does not see I to it but
I trust that they see my children it”, he said in an
opportunity.

q
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Latin American Contributions to  Scientific Media

by

Bald Manuel Hemando
Secretary General

(Latin American Association of Scientific Journalism/V enezuela)

In his communication to the 1st National Congress

of Scientific Journalism (Madrid, 1990), the Dr Julio
Abramczyk remembered the discouraging

panorame of the scientific media  in lbero-America
twenty years age and he compared  it with the later

situation, that, without being optimal, supposed
important advances on the previous state of the
spreading of science in our countries.

In this sense, the theoretical contributions of lbero-

America are, nonabundant but valuable. I can
mention – and it did not want to forget anybody  the

works  to me of the Argentineans Jacobo Bralilovsky,
Enrique Bellocopitow and Martin F. Yrlart; Brazilian
Jose Kings, Julio Abramczyk, Jose You mark of

Melo, Wilson gives Coast Bueno and Fabiola de
Oliveira; the Colombians  Joshua Muñoz Quevedo,

Antonio Cacua Prada and Lisbeth Fog; Mexican the
Luis Estrada, Roger Bartra, Aaron Albourek, Carlos
Lopez Beltrán, Fernando of the River and some

others congregated in which of the magazine Nature,
unfortunately disappear, along with the founder of

the Mexican Association, engineer Javier Cisneros
Fertile valley, and the present president, engineer

Francisco Paniagua; Nicaraguan Eduardo Matus;
the Chileans Eduardo Latorre, Sergio Prenafeta,
Daniel Corrales and Manuel Ortiz-Veas; Peruvian

the Tomás Unger and Juan Vicente Requejo;
Uruguayan the Aquilles Silveira and Jose Luis Sids,

and the Venezuelans Arístides Bastidas, of
permanent memory, Marcel Roche, Brown Luis

Go’mez and others.

In this count they have to necessarily outside be
left those eminent publishing scientists who wrote

shiningly of science but which they did not dedicate
its effort to the theoretical reflection on the subject.
Among them they are the Chilean Arturo Aldunate

Phillips, the Peruvian Oscar Watched Quesada
(“Racso”), the Ecuadorian Misael Acosta Soli’s, the

Bolivian Guillermo Gutiérrez and other many, some
that probably leave outside inadvertently and others

whose name and works have not arrived at my
knowledge.

Brazil has always showed a defendant sensitivity
by the spreading. From 1970, professors and

journalists have summoned and celebrated
congresses and courses of scientific journalism. Sao

Paulo was host, in 1982, IV the Latin American
Congress of Scientific Journalism, thanks to the
efforts an the enthusiasm of the Dr Julio Abramczyk,

one of the great promoters of the spreading of science
in the continent. In 1989 an international course of

scientific journalism  was celebrated the University
of Sao Paulo, directed by Abramzcyk, under the
sponsorship of the then dean of Sciences of the

Communication, Jose You mark of Melo, another
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one of the people to those who more must to the
investigation and teaching of the scientific media,

inside and outside Brazil.

Aristides Bastidas, A Giant Inmovil :

Before the impossibility to speak here of all of
detailed way, I limit myself two great teachers, very

different one from another one, but united both by
the passion to disclose the knowledge. It is about

to make history of the scientific media in
lberamérica. While somebody undertakes this so
necessary company, it wanted to remember these

two creators.

First he is Brazilian Jose Kings. Fortunately, he
himself are counted the details to us of his work, in

the article “Or publishing Caminho of um”. And in
the prologue of one of his known books more,
“Eduacaçao é investimento”, Tristao de Athayde

says of him: “It is a possibly unique case in our
cultural history: an authentic man of science that

becomes authentic journalist”.

News bulletin JR, of the Nucleus Jose Kings of
Cientifica Spreading (University of Sao Paulo, May-
June 1997) published texts on the Dr Jose Kings, in

the occasion of his 90 years. Another publishing
outstanding, the doctor and Argentine journalist Dr

Jacobo Brailovsky, President of Honor of the
Association Argentina de Scientific Periodismo,

happens already also of the 90 years of a total life
dedicated to the exercise of the medicine and the
media.

The other great publishing one has been Arístides

Bastidas, that directed the daily scientific page of
the National, of Caracas, and therein he published,

during plus a quarter of century, a column read in all
the country. Without to have attended superior
education, was honorary professor of several

universities. Something more than a twenty of books
wrote and on their figure theses have become

doctoral and other studies and have published
biographies.

Their search of the scientific and technological news,
their efforts of promotion in institutions of science

and technology in Venezuela, their preoccupation
to elevate the level of the scientific media in lbero-

America (together we founded the Latin American
Association of Scientific Journalism), their vision of
the spreading of science like instrument to obtain

the technological and cultural self-determination of
the countries developing, has made of him a giant

of the scientific media of America.

I believe that one of the many things that we need
to do is an anthological edition- in one or in several
books, according to the magnitude of the project

and its possibilities of financing of great the
publishing scientists of lbero-America: Reis and

Bastidas, already mentioned, the Colombian Joshua
Muñoz-Quevedo, the Mexican Luis Estrada, the

Peruvian Oscar Watched Quesada, etc.

In Ibero-America one began in years 60 and the lost

occasions can be indicated with the initials of their
institutions: O.A.S., CIESPAL, CIMPEC, SECAB.

The O.A.S. (Organization of the American States)
with a seminary  in Santiage of Chile and with the

first international course of scientific journalism
(Exempt, 1965) in that part of the continent began
later, in charge of CIESPAL (Center the International

of Superior Studies of Journalism for Latin America)
and O.A.S..

In 1969 a group of experts of Europe and America,

summoned by the Colombian Ministry of Education,
we created CIMPEC (Inter-American Center for the
Production of Educative and Scientific Material for

the Press). The task made by this Institution
deserves the recognition not only  of the publishing

scientists of Spanish and Portuguese speech, but
of all the citizens. Who let it die, as much in the
O.A.S. as in Colombia, they demonstrate one

serious absence of sensitivity on one of the most
important missions of our time: to cause that the

results of the scientific research are shared by the
town.
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Joshua Muñoz Quevedo, funador and director of
CIMPEC until his death, described in several

occasions (congresses and meeting of scientific
journalism and publications like the Brazilian

magazine Comunicaçao & Sociedade) the
experience of CIMPEC in the scientific spreading in
Ibero-America (N07, 1982).

We have left much to say, but she would wish to

finish with an invitation. For scientists, educational
and signallers of Latin America, to professfionalize

the scientific spreading in constitute an undeniable

urgency. The first demand is to prop up the formation
of signalers, coming from any discipline, who

assume this “social delegation of taks” and,
consequently, the social compromiso/contrato in

implied her. In certain countries of the subcontinent,
like Argentina, we faced. Dellamea – with an
additional task affirms to professor Amalia B.: to

create interest in the signalers in a central area of
knowledge for the communitarian life of this aim of

century, and still more of the century entrante.
(Chasqui, No55, Quito, September 1996).

q
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Venezuela is full of histories to count, I will begin to relate the life of some
personages who have touched their ground

Arístides Bastidas : “I have the broken bones, the
conscience heals and the daring spirit”

(Imaginary  Interview)

To enter this office is as to remove any old book
from a shelf, to quickly explore its leaves with the
thumb and to inhale the scent that leaves them.

Here “it smells of kept”. Nevertheless, all the literary
works that of ordered way invade the main wall from

an end to the other, have been outside that library in
diverse occasions. Only which it differentiates this
office from others are the man who, seated in  a

wheelchair, arranges day after day to dedicate his
thought, word and builds to the unusual office to

make journalism scientific.

Arístides Bastidas fills east space with an optimism
that only leaves place for something more: its ideas.

Whatever it is to his side becomes the extension of
his messages immediately. Who read the books to
him, that push their wheelchair, that transcribes their

words in a paper, its pupilos, its friends; all are at
some time the perfect instrument to connect itself

with the world that surrounds it.

Their intimidated eyes, straight hair, brown skin and
low stature remember that Bastidas is son of this
indigenous earth. And San Pablo, the town of

Yaracuy in which he was born, gave the simplicity
him of that has had the field by home. It knew conuco

before knowing books, but that did not prevent him
to love the small school in which he began like
student.

Althought he does not hide anything in them, his
hands always are closed by arthritis that has made
it know the different dimensions from the pain. A

traffic accident exempt him the mobility of the legs
and although his eyes stay open no longer will be

able to read to the poet-scientist Omar the
Khayyam, to that as much admires. The Khayyam
writes poetries from the deepest irony, puts verse

to him to the truth. Right that has made Bastidas
with his life: to cover it with poetry, to ***reflx mng

itself of the evils that had made difficult to the exercise
of his greater passion: the media.

Some journalists assure that the media in
Venezuela gave an up set with the sprouting of
the Last News, he became more modern and
tie with the reader , you think that at the east
present time office needs to give another
radical upset?

The today media is very human, warm; he is that

same one that arrived with the Last News. I believe
in the revolutions, in the radical changes,
nevertheless, I consider that what needs the media

today is less critical and more action. Today it is
necessary that the one that is dedicated to this office

approaches more which feels the other. The
newspapers are full of many critics without previous
investigation.
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Believe in the Comunism, science and God, like
a way to explain the wonderful thing that, to its

form to see, is the nature. The life of this
personage is a paradox: she studies science, she

makes digerible for the common reader, gets
passionate by her but it has not been able to clear
the weight to him of the multiple diseases that

make difficult the work to him to count what it
seems countless.

Which are their evils ?

Anyone could think that my evils is my diseases,

but I believe that others are more ill than I. There
are diseases that are hidden as it envies it, the
greed. To my he was called on to take public

diseases to me, those that all see. My reality is
that I have the broken bones, the conscience heals

and the daring spirit. I believe that she is very
under the percentage of people who are healthy
on the inside and by outside. The pessimism is

badly with which all we  must fight, is the worse
one of the evils because it paralyzes to you, you

makes incapable before the action. I do not believe
that the suffering is a reason to deny the faith

that  we must to the life.

Bastidas only managed to reach the first year of

baccalaureate. His greater intellectual dowry
obtained him of self-taught way, fighting with the

tecnicismos of specialized books and in the
contact with the street, the nature, the life. He

was reporter of events “and everything”, as he
himself recognizes. Soon one became the editor
of pleasant science and after years of journalistic

work one became the second Venezuelan who
gained the Kalinga Prize of UNESCO, an award

that considers equivalent to the Nobel Prize in
scientific journalism.

The Kalinga Prize is a maximum profit?

Of this prize I feel very proud. It was very happy
when they notified to me, immediately I called to

my mother and I counted it. Nevertheless, I believe

that my mission goes beyond. I feel much more
proud of my work when profit that a boy understands

the wonder that there is in an atom and that
amazingly, although does not see them, we are

surrounded by them.

How is today the relation between science and
poetry?

That never will change. Science and the poetry are
nourished of he himself inexhaustible channel: the

imagination. This river unites them and it separates
them when the land therefore demands it. There will

always be one who it notices that the nature, the
inexhaustible source of science, is also an
interminable poetry source.

You have said that the discs already do not fit
to him in their house, in addition to being
melomane, what is Arístides Bastidas?

He is a clam man, he conforms to his diseases and

perseverante. I believe that I have had many bad
steps in my life and when I run into with one good
one I enjoy it to the maximum. I have had many

impulses, things that they have invited to me to
continue.

The Comunism is one of those things?

It can be, I have seen my profession like a way to

universalizar the knowledge. Science always has
understood few to it. The scientific  media will be in
charge of which all can enjoy her and include/

understand their kindness. That is the Comunism,
a social life more joust, equal for all, is a form to

carry out it in the middle of a so hostile and
excluding society. In order to approach us the first
world it is necessary that the wisdom is distributed

equitably between all the components of the human
population.

Venezuela goes towards the Comunism ?

I do not believe that it can have Comunism if there

is no a real equality. We will be enrumbados to the
Comunism when all we enjoy benefits of science
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such, of everything what the nature has offered us
and we with talent have transformed.

Between its merits they are the obtained salary a

Honoris Doctorate Cause of the Central University
of Venezuela and salary be charter member of the

National Union of Workers of the Press.

You always defended the right s of the workers
of the press, perhaps is being harmed now?

The journalists we always must be the public
prosecutors of the politicians and that has touched

many susceptibilities, for that reason we see the
aggressions and threats, always condemnable. The

violence never is the way, for the best solutions they
are the word and the intellect.

Arístides Bastidas worked by veintiún years like

scientific journalist in the National. Fourteen years
ago the death separated him from this world that

made him suffer and live. He himself repeated “ I
suffer, soon I exist” and thus he knew to live between
the pain, simplicity and the satisfaction by having

fulfilled.

Writing by Maria Martinez T urmero
The 24 of December of 2006.

q
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Some of the Books Written by Aristides Bastidas

1. Los Padres Del Conocimiento  (Spanish)

by Aristides Bastidas, Consejo Nacional de
Investigaciones Cientificas y Tecnologicas
(Venezuela)

Book,  Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones
Cientificas y Tecnologicas (January 1991)

2. Cientificos Del Mundo (Spanish)

by Aristides Bastidas

Book,  Academia Nacional de la Historia
(January 1985)

3. La Tierra : Morada De La Vida Y Del Hombre
(Spanish)

by Aristides Bastidas

Book, INTEVEP (January 1990)

4. Rafael Vegas : Report aje Biografico
(Spanish)
by Aristides Bastidas
Book,  Ariel (January 1978)

5. Los Padres Del Conocimiento

Authors : Aristides Bastidas,
Consejo Nacional de
I n v e s t i g a c i o n e s
Cientificas y
T e c n o l o g i c a s
(Venezuela)

Language : Spanish

Format : Book (Illustrated), 289
pages

Publication Date : January 1991

ISBN : 9806020251

6. Cientificos Del Mundo

Author : Aristides Bastidas

Lanugage : Spanish

Format : Book, 218 pages

Publication Date : January 1985

ISBN : 9802220272

7. La Tierra: Morada De La Vida Y Del

Author : Aristides Bastidas

Lanugage : Spanish

Format : Book (illustrated), 230
pages

Publication Date : Jaunary 1990

ISBN : 9806211049

8. Refael Vegas : Report aje

Author : Aristides Bastidas

Lanugage : Spanish

Format : Book, 268 pages

Publication Date : January 1978

I SBN : 8434432005


